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They injected swine parts into
his arm with chasers of mercury
and aluminum as he begged for
more  needles  behind  a  mask
that’s  clinically  proven
ineffective  for  viral
transmission.

I sent a video of 4 nurses turned orderlies surrounding a
patient  as  he  begged  them  to  stop.  One  of  my  hospital
administrator friends had zero problems with it. This was a
day after he said he was, “too busy saving lives” to hear or
see  any  reports  or  panels  from  a  Duke/MIT  doctor  on
the  anatomy  of  Covid-19.  Meanwhile,  he  is  employed  by
Raleigh’s premier hospitals, WakeMed, and no one inside has
ever  seen  a  coronavirus  under  an  electron  microscope  or
considered the science of exosomes.

This  is  a  virus  of  evacuated  humanity  surviving  inside  a
hollow host. Listen up, people – that dude was one of my
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closest friends. If he won’t listen to me, he will not be
listening  to  you  either.  He  is  immune  to  appeal.  He  has
decided assault is saving lives now.

People don’t understand the war that has been unleashed on the
populace. The government has weaponized the national guard and
the healthcare industry to make us “clean.” If biological-
cleansing doesn’t scare you, I suggest you head-on into the
hospital and ask them for a shot to vaccinate you from your
own humanity because that’s the state’s prescription for all
of us now.

Remember.  The  people  with  no  ego  who  have  given  children
vaccines are your biggest, largest, most imminent threat right
now. They will not stop. They will insist needles are good for
you and don’t care if it kills you. They have projected their
own shame into your body and turned it into a bioweapon and
vaccinating all of us is the only way for them to feel better.

The vaccinated don’t want you to feel better – they want them
to feel better.

Anyone who’s taken the time to study vaccines represents truth
to them. They need that truth vaccinated to stop the pain from
their own guilt. What makes my friend so dangerous is he is an
innocent victim. He signed up to help people and the system
lied to him. He will never admit he was wrong. Society took
his ego a long time ago. He is lost in the spellcraft of
language:

abortion = reproductive services
genital mutilation = sanitation services
medicine = fentanyl, and aluminum
safe and effective = mercury injections
immunity = swine parts injected below the skin
cancer therapy = radiation poisoning
never asking about diet = practicing medicine



Germ theory defies Koch’s
first postulate.

Modern  medicine  has  built  its  entire  foundation  on  germ
theory. Germ theory is the idea the poison is inside you.
Terrain theory is the idea the poison is on the outside. Why
do hospitals not consider terrain theory or diet? Because they
practice protocol instead of medicine. Why? Because the system
was rigged long before they got here. Dr. Kaufman recently
interviewed Dawn Lester and David Parker on The Real Science
of Germs. There is much to unlearn.

FACT: You can have a specific germ in your body and not be
sick.
FACT: You can be sick and not have the specific germ.
FACT: Germ theory is flawed.

This same lie was used to indoctrinate millions in the horrors
of the military. These people in charge of these industries
know  exactly  what  they  are  doing.  They  have  weaponized
narcissism. The situation will grow worse unless a revolution
happens inside the healthcare industry. I can tell you this
though. It will not be coming from my friend. I don’t think it
will come from anyone inside the machine. It would be like
when I was in the Navy trying to convince everyone around me
we had to stop hurting whales with sonar. My conscience and
empathy were a threat to my crew and national security. The
same scenario now surrounds the entire world. Calling yourself
an “essential worker” is weaponized narcissism. How many times
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do we have to go over this?

History repeats itself 101
years later.

The military is now in the business of medicine and none of
you gets to choose your doctor. Ask yourself. When did the
government  become  in  charge  of  every  medical  opinion  in
America? Then ask, how can you get a second opinion. Is it
even  possible  now?  You  can’t  enter  the  state  of
Florida without being tested for a virus you were born to
produce.

Those of you remaining silent are compliant. I just wanted to
make that clear. You are allowing this to happen. The future
will never be the same. What happens in the next 30 days will
change the course of your DNA forever. The door is closing.
The people insisting Trump is Hitler now want him to round
everyone up and rape them with needles. These people would
rather put you to sleep than wake up. This is going to be very
messy. They will treat you like a virus and put you in a body
bag for not complying with their guilt. We are being invaded
by a zeitgeist that infects our minds. The virus is a glue
made from conformity and compliance.
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Doctors,  Nurses,
Cops,  Firefighters,
Lawyers, and anyone
with  a  tie.  You
will  kill  more  by
following  orders.
Do  your  homework.

Stop pretending there’s such a thing as experts. Compliance
will lead to millions of lives lost as a result of mass
economic  collapse.  The  Great  Depression  killed  7  million
people.  All  of  our  food  comes  from  the  same  trucks.  The
situation will be nineteen times worse by Winter and history
will claim it was the fault of the unvaccinated and the result
of Covid-19, the humanity virus. Your doctor is the military
now.

#HumanityIsNotAVirus

My  new  book  is  on  shelves  now!  Buy  your  copy
on Paperback, eBook, or I can mail you an Autographed Copy
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